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There are two ways to guarantee a healthy relationship. By healthy, I mean the
girl is in love with you and there is no threat of her leaving; you have all the
leverage you need to assure yourself peace of mind and a steady sexual outlet.

Meet your soulmate

If you are extremely lucky enough to cross paths with your soulmate this is the
easiest way to live the kind of romantic bliss that Hollywood movies exalt. A
soulmate connection is the Golden Ticket to happiness and a dreamlike existence.
But it is rare. Don’t live as if it will happen to you. I estimate 1% of all men and
2% of all women meet their soulmates. The reason for the discrepancy is that male
soulmates are in shorter supply than female soulmates. Male soulmates are shared
amongst the women like a community hookah.

Instill dread

Women respond viscerally in their vagina area to unpredictability, mixed signals,
danger, and drama in spite of their best efforts to convince themselves otherwise.
Managing your relationship in such a way that she is left with a constant, gnawing
feeling of impending doom will do more for your cause than all the Valentine’s Day
cards and expertly performed tongue love in the world. Like it or not, the threat of
a looming breakup, whether the facts justify it or not, will spin her into a
paranoid estrogen-fueled tizzy, and she’ll spend every waking second thinking
about you, thinking about the relationship, thinking about how to fix it. Her love for
you will blossom under these conditions. Result: she works harder to please you.

The key for the man is to adopt a posture of blase emotional distance alternated
with loving tenderness. Too much of either and she’ll run off.

Examples of effective doom inducement:

Turn off your cell phone twice a week. Alternate days. Don’t do this on a Friday or
Saturday night unless the relationship is shaky and needs a high voltage jolt of
dread.

Make a blatant but plausibly deniable move on one of her friends when she’s not
around. The news will get back to her. Milk it.

Call her from a very busy place so that she can hear women’s voices laughing and
shrieking in the background. Don’t tell her where you are when she asks. Just say
you’ll see her soon.

Mention how skilled your Russian ex was at giving head. Bring it up again a few
days later, pretending not to remember the first time you mentioned it. Bonus:
Russians are very good at giving head, so this will have the ring of truth.

Be seen by your girlfriend flirting with other women in a social venue. Extra points
if the women are attractive. Double extra points if you flirt without looking back at
your girlfriend once to check her reaction.

Cook her a romantic candlelight dinner at home. Make it a memorable experience,
complete with jazz, chocolate, and rose petals. Then, do not talk with her for four
days afterwards.

Ignore her calls for a week. When you eventually answer and she reads you the
riot act, act as if nothing was wrong and accuse her of sabotaging a perfectly good
relationship, “just like all the other women in this stupid city. I thought you were
different”. Hang up on her angrily.

When her best friend tells you how cute you and your girlfriend look together,
shrug, put your hand to the back of your neck as if to scratch an itch there, look
down slightly and with a mildly annoyed expression blandly sigh “Yeeeeah…”. Triple
bonus points if your girlfriend is standing right there.
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When she attempts the jealousy maneuver by flirting with another guy, act
unfazed. Give her pickup tips.

Gaze longingly into her eyes, say how hot she looks, then immediately glance
sidelong at the bosom of any strange woman in the vicinity.

Have a threesome. Spend an inordinate amount of time admiring the labia of the
other woman. Be sure to moan louder with her. WARNING: If you cum on the other
woman you will have to spend weeks consoling your girlfriend.

Say things like “I really value my independence and freedom” relevant to nothing
in particular. It’s just a thought that popped in your head.

Thermonuclear Option:

Have an affair and make sure she finds out about it. Arrange the confrontation so
that it does not happen at your place. When she confronts you, don’t get defensive.
Don’t speak at all. Let her vent. Let her punch you in the chest and scream
obscenities. When she takes a breather, tell her she’s never looked more beautiful
and you will never stop loving her. Then without waiting for her response calmly
walk out the door and break off all contact for two weeks. When she comes back to
you… and she will… you will have a love slave for life.

Share this:

Posted in Love, Psy Ops, Relationships | 81 Comments

81 Responses
Widget

Yeah, this would work with extremely immature women and in new
relationships.

BTW, is Irina the Russian referenced?

jg

ugg this sounds miserable. I have dated several guys like this– they were
never fully invested in the relationship and constantly played games. Each
time I put up with it for a while, but grew so tired of it that I broke things
off with each of them. I don’t think any of them saw it coming, and in each case,
the guy came crawling back.

Games like this may work for a while with women who have low self esteem, but if
she has a healthy dose of confidence and has been in other, more healthy
relationships, she will quickly tire of the constant games and give you your walking
papers.

candy cane

Now I do realize you are only joking. Sometimes you have to lay it on
pretty thick for some of us denser folk to get it. Hahah.

rina

The key for the man is to adopt a posture of blase emotional distance
alternated with loving tenderness.

Most men do this naturally because they can’t emote. They will shut off completely
90% of the time, only to open up like little girls during and after sex. This isn’t
something that needs to be faked.
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You’re psychotic!!

#1= No.

DF

Damn. How much is big pharma paying you? You’re going to get a whole
new generation of women on anti-depressants and anxiety medication.

cuchulainn

This will get the morality police on your back. It’s all 100% true of course.
Send mixed signals, appear to be an object of desire, insinuate, stir
anxiety and discontent, keep them in suspense, confuse desire and reality,
mix pleasure with pain, give them space to fall. Elementary stuff. And still the
naysayers will emote down the depths of this thread.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0142001198/ref=sib_dp_pt/102-1670771-
7476916#reader-link

Virgle Kent

I don’t know you
But I want you
All the more for that
Words fall through me
And always fool me
And I can’t react
And games that never amount
To more than they’re meant
Will play themselves out

Take this sinking boat and point it home
We’ve still got time
Raise your hopeful voice you have a choice
You’ve made it now

Lisa

Thrill of impending doom!!!

You know what sucks is, all this innate knowledge i have does absolutely
no good in the men department. Can’t use it. Gets a girl nowhere. Might as well
use that part of my brain to mentally organize shoes. That or go lesbo. But getting
lesbo chicks would be too easy.

cuchulainn

dude this shit is golden, especially the russian one. do you have any
more?

DF

“If you actually date a girl and get her so depressed that she commits
suicide you will officially become a legend among men. I mean your name
will live on in the streets FOREVER!!!”

This will have to go back under the previous post “Hardest Challenges: Getting a
girl to committ suicide over you.” However, the raw emotional state she’s left to
stew in with such tactics would likely result in her killing you instead of herself.
check women’s prisons.

Well, there’s that or the other scenario where she cuts your cock off in your sleep
and dances around the bedroom bathing in your blood while she sips the remaining
blood from your corpora cavernosa gurgling, “you are mine! all mine!!”

just sayin.

Virgle Kent

DF

“while she sips the remaining blood from your corpora cavernosa gurgling,

Feminine Beauty

hbd chick

Human Biological Diversity

Library of Hate

Overcoming Bias

Stuff White People Like

Like
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“you are mine! all mine!!”

ARE U SERIOUS!!!! I just spit out my water and my co workers are looking at me
like a twatwaffle

Days of Broken Arrows

“Have an affair and make sure she finds out about it. Arrange the
confrontation so that it does not happen at your place. When she
confronts you, don’t get defensive.”

This backfired for George Costanza. Anyone remember the Seinfeld episode where
he couldn’t get rid of that woman, so he arranged for her to see him with another
woman and pretended to get hysterial? She was non plussed.

suicide_blond

that shit works with me every time….
xoxo

dchero

This is the best relationship advice I have ever read anywhere. If all guys
read this, girlfriends would be happier.

spaceman

i realize this post is in jest but I have a habit of failing into betaness when
i fall for a girl. its annoying and but I can’t help it. when you legitimately
like a girl, its hard to act uninterested and distant.

damn you beta spaceman.. go away!

candy cane

18 Me want beta spaceman.

Hope

I have a habit of failing into betaness when i fall for a girl. its annoying
and but I can’t help it. when you legitimately like a girl, its hard to act
uninterested and distant.

When a girl falls in love, it’s hard for her to act uninterested and distant, too. When
a guy and a girl are falling in love with each other, the things previous posters
talked about — “anxiety and discontent,” being “in suspense,” “pleasure” mixed
with “pain” — already happen in nuclear proportions.

The key is to pull away upon realizing that the other party doesn’t love you in
return, but that’s often the hardest part. Though something seems really creepy
and sociopathic about artificially recreating the dramatic scenarios those who are
madly in love experience, while not actually feeling love.

DF

spaceman, this will get you in “state.”

Next time that “oh so sweet” girl you met in bible class makes you feel like
your testicles are beginning to atrophy just picture this;

See those sweet ruby red lips and that soft tongue behind those pearly whites.
Yeah. In that last trip she took to Europe a few years back that pretty little mouth
licked up all the smegma she could find from underneath the folds of unwashed
uncircumcised euro dicks she ran into. In college. Gangbanged by the black
fraternity whose secret entry requirement was a minimum 10″ erect penis. Three
different men took turns penetrating her ass while you can’t even lick her taint.

Sweet? I don’t think so.

Tell her I said hi.
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spaceman

^ that actually worked. 
cheers to you.

Widget

23 DF

Man, if you do that with every girl you meet, you must be absolutely
fucking miserable.

agnostic

Women don’t have viscera in their vaginas.

He said “vagina area.”

alias clio

Hey, Agnostic, “women respond viscerally in their vagina areas” still
doesn’t make any anatomical sense.

Reggie

#4 rina
They will shut off completely 90% of the time, only to open up like little
girls during and after sex.

Gannon?

T.

ugg this sounds miserable. I have dated several guys like this–
they were never fully invested in the relationship and constantly
played games. Each time I put up with it for a while, but grew so tired
of it that I broke things off with each of them. I don’t think any of them
saw it coming, and in each case, the guy came crawling back.

Games like this may work for a while with women who have low self
esteem, but if she has a healthy dose of confidence and has been in
other, more healthy relationships, she will quickly tire of the constant
games and give you your walking papers.

Well, the problem with your story is that by virtue of the fact that they crawled
back, they didn’t actually run the game he’s talking about. What they were
supposed to do is break off all contact and not reach out to you. So in your case
you actually didn’t encounter the type of game he’s talking about since the guys
didn’t follow it through to completion. The problem wasn’t your self-esteem, it was
their’s.

Madame M

Re: thermonuclear– I can totally picture the conversations with friends for
days on end,

“But when he said he loved me, I knew that what he did was MY fault! ”

Or alternately,

“It was that bitch’s fault, for seducing him. Must. Kill. That. Bitch.”

John Smith

And of course, such a legend would make his dating stock shoot through
the roof. I love human nature.

Don’t hate the player, hate the game. Don’t hate him. Blame God for how he
designed women.
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David Alexander

Oh scratch that. I just looked up the definition of smegma on wikipedia,
and I’m going to puke. I think it’s another vote for porn and
masturbation…

T.

Don’t hate the player, hate the game. Don’t hate him. Blame
God for how he designed women.

Ummm, I wasn’t hating. I was being dead serious. I really love the irony of human
nature.

editor

In that last trip she took to Europe a few years back that pretty little
mouth licked up all the smegma she could find

heh.
similarly, what i do when i see an inspiring girl i want to meet is mentally picture,
in as much lucid detail as my brain can muster, her naked on her knees her mouth
parted to accept my pulsating member, lips wrapped tight as her tongue slurps the
head, taking it all in down her throat then shooting a hot sticky load all over her
face as she smiles warmly up at me from under jizz-drenched eyelashes…

when you’ve brought your little angel down to earth this way and smuttied her up
it makes your confidence and sexual aura more formidable.

dizzy8

So you managed to keep this woman because you convinced her you don’t
want her? So what?

1) You are hanging on, desperately, to someone you can play. What’s the point? I
don’t want some guy I can control. Because if I can find his buttons, so can anyone
else. He’s not in control of himself. So, with this girl you can trick, you have
control-freaked yourself right into finding someone who is constitutionally incapable
of being a reliable, dependable partner.

2) You guys are paranoid about being cheated on. You have so many posts about
lying bitches who stick it to the poor guy… And you seriously think the answer is,
“Find some woman who is completely unable to resist a vagina-area visceral
response to predictable stimuli?” You’re kidding, right?

editor

artistic license folks. sheesh.

Rain And

Jesus Christ, ‘viscerally’ means ‘intensely’ or ‘instinctively’, not necessarily
literally in the gut.

If you’re going to school marm at least do it competently. Lord knows he doesn’t
have a Chicago Style Manual next to his keyboard; it’s not like there aren’t
legitimate errors to henpeck about.

Days of Broken Arrows

Clio and company:

When he wrote “Women respond viscerally in their vagina area…” what he
meant was that women get “excited” (or wet) from certain things despite their
better judgement.

Meaning — they may say they prefer Mr. Nerd, but getting roughed up by the bad
boy gets them lubricated.

Men get this way too — turned on by things they sometimes don’t want to get
turned on by. Like teen girls. The body doesn’t lie — to put the expression in a
more polite way!
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alias clio

DoBA, I wasn’t in any doubt of his meaning. It was the way he expressed
it that made me giggle.

clifton

“i realize this post is in jest but I have a habit of failing into betaness when
i fall for a girl. its annoying and but I can’t help it. when you legitimately
like a girl, its hard to act uninterested and distant.”

people tend to forget:

acting distant, if you must play it that way, only works when you and the lady have
been together for a while. if you use it early on, when youre still proving yourself,
that shit might backfire. sure, you dont want to be “weak,” but being too cool can
fuck you up too. you can combine the best of both and still get the pussy.

candy cane

You’re obsessed with sex because all of your sex energy is stuck in the
lower half of your body. That goes for you and about 50 billion other
people. Hence your endlessly intense focus on the sex act. It’s not
shocking, it’s just as common as flies. Bring on the big guns to accuse of being
frigid just because I find common sex boring.

David Alexander

Remember, his advice applies to attractive non-loser men. The David
Alexanders of the world should return to their large porn collections to
await the development sex robots.

Next time that “oh so sweet” girl you met in bible class makes you feel like your
testicles are beginning to atrophy just picture this;

Oddly, that has made the hypothetical female more attractive since she has real
sexual experience and desire…

candy cane

My posts may be numerous but they are by and large shorter so fuck you
guys.

candy cane

If you do accomplish your goal of “sex slave” for life, you have
accomplished nothing more than facilitating a woman’s addiction to her
own hormones. Any idiot can accomplish that and many do. It’s not you
who are so special, talented, in-the-know, unique, debonaire, super stud, #1 alpha
chest pounding male God. You’d be just another pusher with a wretched junkie on
your hands. I should know, but never again. Some have accused me of being
frigid, but it seems I just don’t have the obsessive need for sex in and of itself any
longer. I’ll be sure though, to let you know the next time I get laid and how it was.

Jewcano

Somehow I need to get here before Alias Clio/ candy cane Hour so I can
be somewhere near the top 2/3 of the page.

Short version of post: “To get a girl to fall hopelessly for you, do all the shit to her
that a woman would think effective to ensnare a man, except that her doing it to
you would just make you pissed off. To man it up, bring up Russians and
blowjobs.”

Days of Broken Arrows

“Mention how skilled your Russian ex was at giving head….”

I draw the line when it comes to talking about other lovers and their
prowess First, it’s bad manners. Second, it can backfire.

I once mentioned something like the Russian BJ technique to a g/f. Since we were
“sharing,” as she liked to say, she then proceeded to tell me about a “guy so huge
it tore her apart” and how “she had to sit in the bathtub afterwards cause she
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ached so bad after they had sex.” Then she told me about the night she “came 13
times” and she’s never orgasmed from intercourse before or since Mr. Big.

Be careful of the stones you throw.

alias clio

Why, Rain And, I think I make a reasonably competent school-marm. Yes,
viscerally does have the metaphorical connotation you ascribe to it. And if
he had said, “they feel it viscerally”, I wouldn’t have supposed that he
meant they were suffering from a bellyache. But having used “viscerally” in
connection with “vagina” that way, he inadvertently brought out the word’s
anatomical, literal meaning. Gotta be careful how you handle those metaphors.

Jewcano, that’s a slander. I’m not yet posting as much as Candy…

Gannon

The answer for finding a woman who will love you all your life is easy: find
a teen girl between the age of 14-20. These are a woman’s binding years.
The younger she is, the better. You may even be her first man. Women
develop strong bonds to thhe first men they have sex with, specially if they are
virgins. Let’s be realistic: if she is around 15, 16, you will be very special to her.
She will listen to what you are telling to her. She will feel new experiences.
Romancing a teen girl is the way to form a lifelong bond. That’s the reason why
men marrying 15 year old women was the standard.

jaakkeli

when you’ve brought your little angel down to earth this way and smuttied
her up it makes your confidence and sexual aura more formidable.

Wow, there you go again with that nonsense. I think that’s why you guys have to
study Mystery method and all that nerd stuff to score: you actually think imagining
a woman to be a sexual being is “bringing her down”. Are you from a religious
family or were you raised by man-hating lesbian feminists?

Really, I have this theory on why some guys have to study game and I’m collecting
data to verify. Could some game guys answer a question? A simple one. Can you
imagine – I mean, really picture yourself doing it – enjoying sex if you were a
woman? If not, is it that you can’t or won’t do it?

Anonymous

42 candy cane

“I’ll be sure though, to let you know the next time I get laid and how it
was.”

We have a life expectancy of just over 70 years. I doubt we’ll ever get to hear
about you getting laid.

Anonymous

Gannon…. you sound waaaay too serious about the underage loving…

Gannon

@51
Where I live, age of consent is 14, so it’s underage, but not ilegal. I’m also
pretty young (middtwenties).
I have had several gf’s of around twenty a few years earlier (my age or 1-2) years
younger. My current gf is 17, but we started dating when she was 15 (with her
parents approval, btw). She did have a previous boyfriend when she was 12, but
that wasn’t serious at all. Being her first serious bf is very special. She just wasn’t
jaded or had to deal with baggage from previous relationships. everything feels
fresh and new, and at that age she still giggles a lot and irradiates charm. In fact, I
think when men are ready to marry in their middtwenties society should allow
them to sate its 15 year old daughters, and then men would marry them a few
years later. I know 15 is ilegal in the US, but at 16 and 17 girls are also still
maleable and legal in a lot of US states. Teen girls and to a certian degree sub23
women form strong bonds to their gfs. Do you rally believe that dick number 17 is
special to a 25 year old woman?
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Yes Fan

“he then proceeded to tell me about a “guy so huge it tore her apart” and
how “she had to sit in the bathtub afterwards cause she ached so bad
after they had sex.” Then she told me about the night she “came 13
times” and she’s never orgasmed from intercourse before or since Mr. Big.”

Oh yeah, how’s she doing these days?

David Alexander

(with her parents approval, btw)

I suspect that they see you as a rich foreigner who can guarantee access
to foreign currency and a steady income stream for their retirement.

Being her first serious bf is very special. She just wasn’t jaded or had to deal with
baggage from previous relationships.

In other words, you can fill her head with weird ideas and control her without much
effort. It’s easy prey for you since women around your age seem to have more
demands, higher standards, better filters, and independent thoughts.

In fact, I think when men are ready to marry in their middtwenties society should
allow them to sate its 15 year old daughters, and then men would marry them a
few years later

Seriously, 15? A flat chested, A-cup girl with braces and acne dating a 23 year old
guy? It’s not just creepy and weird, but the entire concept is laughable.

Do you rally believe that dick number 17 is special to a 25 year old woman?

If she’s interested in you because of your personality, then yes. In the context of a
sex-fueled short-term relationship, then no, and probably better that way.

Gannon

@DA:
My gf comes from a high middle class family. She is smart, educated,
mature and has a well developed feminine body. She is half jewish too
btw, so HS would like her.

TracyLord

i  ur relationship advice. pretty much whatever u say, i know the
opposite is true.

David Alexander

My gf comes from a high middle class family.

…in an economically unstable country. As I said, they’re securing their
future financial stability.

She is smart, educated, mature and has a well developed feminine body. She is
half jewish too btw, so HS would like her.

If this is true, then you’ve lucked out since from what I’ve seen, such girls do not
exist.

That still doesn’t mean that I don’t deserve to look down upon you for dating girls
who I think should be protected from older men in our age group.

Miik

ha ha ha ha GANNON ha ha ha ha

Gannon expects us to believe that every society wants all women to be
violated by adults at a too young age.

Gannon expects us to believe that all living women today wish they were violated
by adults at a too young age.

Gannon expects us to believe that every male wants all women to be violated by
adults at a too young age.

ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha
ha ha ha ha ha ha ha
ha ha ha ha ha ha
ha ha ha ha ha
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ha ha ha ha
ha ha ha
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Widget

That sad thing about Gannon is that he appears to have much in common
with a 15-year old girl.

Aside from the sheer weirdness of the sexual attraction, what normal 23-year old
man has anything in common with a 15-year old girl? Gannon must be dumb as
rocks, immature, and a case of pathological arrested development.

Gannon

@Miik: I never siad that society should condone rape. Your definition of
rape is wrong. Rape is taking a woman against her will, ormhaving sex
with a girl that is too young to consent, below 13 or so accoding to natural
law (natural law states that girls can consent when they start menstruating and
have developed bodies and an interest in sex).
It’s sad that you can’t argue. Midget’s statement is also very inmature lacking of
any reason or logic whatsoever.

@ Hope: I lile you a lot becaue of your honesty. Men, I think, can handle much
better sexual rejectment and frustration than women. So a 25 year old man
wouldn’t be jaded. I also think that while the 15-16 year old girl should choose her
suitor, her parent’s should asses the suitability, honesty and intentions of the
gentleman caller. Mother’s and father’s used to screen her daughter’s boyfriends
and help her choose the mate for life.

candy cane

58 Virgl

“f you don’t like the site move on with your pathetic life.”

Your wish is my command, Virgl. You don’t suppose you take all this a little too
seriously perhaps? We are posting anonymous comments on a blog site….I
repeat…. If I took this as seriously as you apparently are I would have killed myself
a long time ago.

candy cane

62 Gannon

Gannon, my dear–perhaps the only sane man on this site–I wish you good
luck in your endeavor. Alas; you’re throwing pearls before swine. Is is true that
pigs are the most intelligent of all animals? 

candy cane

PROS

Pigs are intelligent and have been placed fourth on the intelligence list
(humans, primates, dolphins/whales, pigs).

CONS

Because of their high level of intelligence, pigs that are kept as FULL time house
pets can become bored easily and are often destructive when finding ways to
entertain themselves. It is not uncommon for them to root up carpeting or linoleum
floors, eat drywall, overturn house plants and root through the dirt.

Virgle Kent

Candy Cane

“Now I do realize you are only joking. Sometimes you have to lay it on
pretty thick for some of us denser folk to get it. Hahah.”

This chick has some major serious mental issues. I wish you people would just
ignore her. She starts out joking and by her 60th comment it’s fuck you all your
about is getting laid blah blah blah I’m a crazy cunt that doesn’t have anything else
better to do than post comments on a website that I hate.
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Get a fucking life! For the 1 billionth time if you don’t like the site move on with
your pathetic life. I promise you there are millions of other blogs to read.

Hope

acting distant, if you must play it that way, only works when you and the
lady have been together for a while.

That’s going straight to the fail bin. He was inadvertently being too distant, not as
interested in sex, etc. It was nearly relationship-ending, and took a lot of
convincing on his part to bring me back.

i  ur relationship advice. pretty much whatever u say, i know the opposite is true.

This Christmas I’ll have known my husband for 10 years. But no guy here cares a
wit about my relationship advice. They prefer whatever he says for the short-term
thing, which might well be correct with respect to the crowd of women who will put
out for the short-term thing.

she then proceeded to tell me about a “guy so huge it tore her apart” and how “she
had to sit in the bathtub afterwards cause she ached so bad after they had sex.”

That is too funny. Men are so vulnerable to sizeism, and it’s very cute. But
truthfully, unless a girl is incredibly loose, the baseball bat monster guy and she
will not last long because she physically can’t put out frequently enough.

and then men would marry them a few years later

Yes, but how bonded is the older man to the 15 year old girl if he has had
numerous relationships beforehand and the baggage that comes from those? In my
case, my husband hadn’t been truly in love with another woman before he met me,
so we were each other’s first love. That made a significant difference.

jaakkeli

Do you rally believe that dick number 17 is special to a 25 year old
woman?

If it’s mine, I have absolute confidence that it is, especially since usually when I
sleep with a woman it’s a “first” to them: they never imagined that they might give
it up so fast…

Of course, if you’re a boring average person and you know it, then you’re probably
right… but some of us are not boring and some are not average. I bet Monica
Lewinsky still keeps thinking of dick “number 17” more than she thinks of dicks
number 1-3. Only average losers have no other option than hoping to become dick
number 1.

candy cane

41 dizzy8

“And you seriously think the answer is, “Find some woman who is
completely unable to resist a vagina-area visceral response to predictable stimuli?”
You’re kidding, right?”

They’re not kidding. I believe this falls into the category of “many a truth is spoken
in jest”. My friend said to me yesterday that she has finally come to the conclusion
that men are by and large very shady characters. It’s so true! I still believe in
exceptions and good men, though.

But she is right…looking back I realize that the men I have been with didn’t know
what was good for them till it was gone, and I didn’t know what was bad for me till
it was gone. They always, always want me back. Did you hear that those accusing
me of being frigid? LOL Yes, I am so frigid they can never find a woman as great in
bed as I am and as good for their souls as I am. Sorry, it’s true which why I don’t
give a rip what you say. Yawn.

Anonymous

63 Dear Virgl,

You may get your way sooner than you think not because I have a
pathetic life, but because I don’t have a pathetic life. I mean how much can you
talk about the same thing over, and over, and over?

candy cane

67 jaakkeli

May I add that virginity is a state of mind as much as a state of body?
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Looking back, and only considering dick, emotional connection, love, depth of
sexual experience, sexual satisfaction, commitment, etc., I would have been wise
to NOT have broken up with my second love at the age of 17. It might have spared
me a ton of heartache–this is all theoretical of course–but I’ve had none better
than him since. Gannon’s attitude is; why go through all the heartache…why
choose a woman who has been through the mill when you can do it right the first,
2nd, or 3rd time and not have all the ex-baggage to contend with?

dizzy8

Oh Candy Cane, you do realize that not playing along with everything they
want makes you a castrating frigid bitch who just can’t handle mature sex,
right? Because, um, a doll to do what I want is exactly what every adult
wants in a sex partner.

The more I read of Gannon, the more frightened I get. I’m pretty sure his whole, “I
am in a foreign country where everything is FINE and we have solved everything
by shutting up the feminists…” is quite wrong. I’ll bet he’s in mom’s basement in
Queens with a stack of sticky covers ripped from old Sweet Valley High novels.

Gannon

By the way Dizzy, have you found a husband yet? Look, I mean you no
harm. Go and find a nice 40 year old man who is willing to form a family
with you. I seriously mean this. And by the way, I’m really not a Us
citizen, but un Argentino. Che amiga, de verdad no sé que hacer para convencerte
de lo contrario.

David Alexander

The more I read of Gannon, the more frightened I get.

What I’ve found interesting about Gannon is that he doesn’t have any
mental reflexes that prevent him from thinking about these teenage girls in such a
fashion. The girls that he seems to fawn over are children in my eyes, and my most
alpha male colleagues seem to agree with me.

Go and find a nice 40 year old man who is willing to form a family with you. I
seriously mean this.

Maybe she doesn’t want to marry an older guy. Maybe she doesn’t want to get
married and have kids. Her marriage to a 40 year old man to have a family isn’t
going to make her happy, and it’s no different than forcing a woman to be a single
childfree career woman when she wants to be a wife and mother.

SovereignAmericanMale

From a breeding standpoint, I got to side with Gannon.
A teenage woman is has the highest levels of immune response, fastest
healing time, highest level of metabolism, and premium ova. (If within 5-6
or so years of menarche)

An average healthy woman who is 16 would have little if any complications, and
could birth ten children by the age of 25. (provided this was outside of a third
world hospital)
Any debate on the merits / demerits of such is off the topic of my post.

Although in polite post-modern society its not politically correct
to date such a girl, or maintain a relationship.
but again, my comment is strictly from a biological frame of reference.

dougjnn

DoBA 47—
“I once mentioned something like the Russian BJ technique to a g/f. Since
we were “sharing,” as she liked to say, she then proceeded to tell me
about a “guy so huge it tore her apart” and how “she had to sit in the bathtub
afterwards cause she ached so bad after they had sex.” Then she told me about
the night she “came 13 times” and she’s never orgasmed from intercourse before
or since Mr. Big.”
“Be careful of the stones you throw.”

Actually I’d really want that info to the extent that it’s true, mostly the “never
orgasmed from intercourse before or since Mr. Big.”

Lots of girls, maybe most, need to feel really overwhelmed to orgasm from
intercourse. That’s some of what being alpha’s about in fact. That being
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overwhelmed might involve being in love or it might not, but in either case, they
need for feel impelled to really and viscerally surrender.

A huge cock esp. if used well is one way of inducing that feeling but it’s only one
way – unless she’s now imprinted to the contrary, or was e.g. in part (way was
prepared) predisposed that way by watching lots of porn featuring one in 10,000 or
more sized dicks. Now I’m not saying that a notably small dick isn’t a problem or
that a bigger one isn’t an advantage, but the pure physical pleasure can and does
come just as much from at least average on up. Very flexible and adjustable place,
vaginas, with just about no nerve endings real deep, most in the clit and near the
surface, and the rest in the g spot which isn’t so deep either.

But what’s in the head is another matter, and that matters big. Whatever’s really
there and stays there that is, and we’re talking their monkey brain/limbic system
brain here, more or less. Some combination.

So basically I’d make this girl prove her big time attraction to me, and her genuine
“get offedness” with me or I’d but out of there. Endlessly asking directly or not if
you’ve compensated for not being Mr. Big is so beta that I’d think it needs no
explaining.

Marrying such a girl with such drives and imprinting is guaranteed divorce theft if
that’s the dynamic between you – and maybe/probably even if it isn’t (because it
will always threaten to return). Her imprinting might well be reverseable but I’m
just saying I’m not about to put in endless time seeing if it is. Same thing goes
with e.g. a black guy fixation for best sex, etc. Note: her willingness to compromise
down below true sexual thrills and high level getting off to get other things in a
relationship is death for you before very long, so don’t go there. Chose wisely.

Arpagus

What I’ve found interesting about Gannon is that he doesn’t
have any mental reflexes that prevent him from thinking about
these teenage girls in such a fashion. The girls that he seems to fawn
over are children in my eyes, and my most alpha male colleagues
seem to agree with me.

David Alexander has internalized a core tenet of misandry and I hate him for it.
Candy Cane astutely observes that Gannon is perhaps the only sane man on this
site. It never ceases to astonish me how men can actually internalize the idea that
men are not supposed to be interested in women when they are most attractive by
all accounts of biology, i.e. shortly after menarche.

Anonymous

Wow, I’ve done all this plus more to my ex-GF. She even used to send me
10+ page text messages of nightmares she would have, seeing me flirt
with other chicks at the bar. I fucked up when I took vacation for a month
and mostly ignored her. She hopped on some other dick and tried to tell me she
couldn’t handle a relationship with me while her dad is dying of cancer (FYI: He’s
been “dying” for 10 years now lol).

Sometimes, I feel like an ass for doing this shit as I’m always afraid the bitch might
off herself but the flaming hot pussy that results makes me not give a fuck really in
the end.

Thus Spake She

NOPE.

I lived with an impending sense of doom with my ex and making me feel
insecure all the time was his ticket OUT of my life. Now I’m with someone who
coddles me and my heart is melted 24/7.

This blog is totallyl off.

tunacanman

I predict candy cane will either
a) never sex up with above a 5 beta or
b) if shes hot the next sexy time will be with him – if he hasnt already
P&D’d her.

Remember some of these posts have a timelag to protect the guilty… or do they???
…
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tunacanman

candy cane, what you are screams so loud I can’t read your bullshit posts.

Sounded something like….

“I dont care what you all say, but fuck off for 3 hours posting at the chateau and
lose my shit every time I am called out for it…”

… Seeee-lut.

I mean:
Hypocrtical, lying, seeee luht!

gunslingergregi

””””Yes, but how bonded is the older man to the 15 year old girl if he has
had numerous relationships beforehand and the baggage that comes from
those? In my case, my husband hadn’t been truly in love with another
woman before he met me, so we were each other’s first love. That made a
significant difference.””””””””
Wait a sec 10 years what happened you get back together with the husband and
dump the new love?

gunslingergregi

””””””’jaakkeli
Do you rally believe that dick number 17 is special to a 25 year old
woman?

If it’s mine, I have absolute confidence that it is, especially since usually when I
sleep with a woman it’s a “first” to them: they never imagined that they might give
it up so fast…

Of course, if you’re a boring average person and you know it, then you’re probably
right… but some of us are not boring and some are not average. I bet Monica
Lewinsky still keeps thinking of dick “number 17″ more than she thinks of dicks
number 1-3. Only average losers have no other option than hoping to become dick
number 1.
””””””””’
Wow holy shit jaakeli is a changed man.

What the fuck happened in a few months hope married ten years jaakeli with some
self confidence.

gunslingergregi

Oh wait older somewhat he he he

anoukange

“I don’t know you
But I want you
All the more for that
Words fall through me
And always fool me
And I can’t react
And games that never amount
To more than they’re meant
Will play themselves out

Take this sinking boat and point it home
We’ve still got time
Raise your hopeful voice you have a choice
You’ve made it now”

–great song, I can’t believe VK knows it, considering it is a pussy song, albeit a
lovely pussy song.
— evil you are. Life is too short for this shit. I hope this is advice for the nerdy-iest
of nerds. Cool cats don’t need this, they attract with their Jedi mind tricks, brain
muscles and humor.

anoukange

Request for a post for newbies/betas to go hard and players/bittered to go
softer. Game degrees chart please!
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on January 23, 2011 at 7:30 pm



on January 23, 2011 at 8:00 pm



Hot Alpha Female

What you say here, sounds incredibly manipulating and doesn’t address
the real cause why a woman acts the way that she does.

Women need an emotional workout. They need to experience the good, the bad,
the light, the dark. But there are ways in which you can do this, which really
cultivate a fulfilling relationship and add value to it, rather than using manipulative
techniques and controlling techniques which in the end dis empower the woman
and yourself.

Hot Alpha Female

Bill Brasky

“dis empower the woman and yourself” LOL

There is no such thing as an alpha female. My ex gf had the same
delusion.

Any woman who exhibits “alpha” traits is not hot. She is a masculine, domineering,
obnoxious boner killer.

Any woman who acts “alpha”, or thinks of herself as such, and still attracts men, is
just hot enough to overcome her sh*t personality. If that’s you, live it up, because
its almost over already.

Comments are closed.
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